Crystal Clear Cubed Ice
A Step-By-Step Guide

Supplies Needed:
Coleman FlipLid Personal 5 Quart Cooler - Amazon $12.35 - https://amzn.to/39iyh8H
Orblue Serrated Bread Knife - Amazon $13.97 - https://amzn.to/3iOOvJP
SE 20 oz. Rock Pick Hammer - Amazon $18.99 - https://amzn.to/3a022Ko
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Fill the Flip Lid Personal cooler https://amzn.to/39iyh8H 2/3 of the way with water.
Tap water will work just as well as bottled or purified water. *Do not overfill
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Remove the cooler from the freezer and turn it upside down on a sheet pan to
catch the excess water. Leave upside down until you hear the ice drop, should be
less than a minute or two.
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Set the cooler aside and grab a hammer https://amzn.to/3a022Ko and a large serrated
knife. https://amzn.to/3iOOvJP A long bread knife works perfectly.
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Break open the part of the ice that is filled with water and let it drain. Knock off
all the excess partially frozen ice.
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Cut a 1/4” deep groove approximately 2” from the edge and then tap the knife with the
hammer and it should make a clean break along the groove. (It’s a good idea to measure
your whiskey glass to make sure 2” cubes will fit in the glass) You can also use the pick
on the end of your hammer to make organic shaped ice instead.
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Remove the cooler lid and set it aside. *Do not freeze with the lid on or it won’t work
*Important Put entire cooler, without the lid, in the freezer and freeze for 24 hours.

Continue step seven until you have all the ice cut into approximately 2” x 2” x 2” cubes.
Drop a cube in your glass, pour your favorite Scotch, Whiskey or other beverage of choice
over the crystal clear ice, snap a photo, send it to your friends and enjoy.

PLEASE SHARE THIS PDF WITH YOUR FRIENDS!

Crystal Clear Ice Ball Maker
A Step-By-Step Guide
Supplies Needed:
Crystal Clear Ice Ball Maker For Large Sphere Ice - Amazon $29.99
https://amzn.to/2Mr4imm
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Fill the Ticent ice ball maker with warm water. Tap water
will work just as well as bottled or purified water.
Place Ticent ice ball maker in to the freezer
Freeze for 5-6 hours.
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Remove the Ticent ice ball maker from the freezer, open
and enjoy with your favorite glass.
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Refill with warm water and repeat.

PLEASE SHARE THIS PDF WITH YOUR FRIENDS!

